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Global Scale Diagnoses of FTGE Data
a)	 Objectives
Our research objective has been to perform descriptive global-scale
diagnoses of the GLAS FCGE SOP-1 analyses and to compare these diagnoses against
controlled, real-data integrations of the CLAS CCM as well as other data sets.
Specifically, we are:
1) Studying the effects of critical latitudes;
2) Diagnosing the influence of tropical wind data and latent heating
upon the GLAS CCM;
3) Investigating planetary wave structure on various time scales from r:^
the diurnal to the monthly;
4) Comparing the GLAS analyses with other analyses.
b) Significant accomplishments
Our prior SOP-1 diagnoses (Paegle and Baker, 1982a, 1982b) suggest the
following conclusions regarding global-scale waves:
1) Because the divergent component of the meridional flow is not much
smaller, than the rotational component, the global-scale structures
resemble forced rather than free modes of linear theory.
2) The vertically reversing structure indicates that longitudinal
jheating gradients are probably important components of the forcing
Short-term controlled CLAS CCM integrations (Baker and Paegle, 1983, Paegle
and Baker, 1983) have shown that:
3) The inclusion of tropical wind data in real data integrations of the
GLAS CCM has an important influence in the mid-latitude prediction in
both hemispheres.
4) The tropical divergent wind reacts almost immediately to alteration of
the tropical latent heating, while the rotational wind reaction requires
several days. Furthermore, the presence or absence of zonally averaged
easterlies depends strongly upon the presence of tropical latent
heating.
c) Current research
The above results have provided direction for our current research. In
particillar, in order to advance our understanding of how much of the long-wave
structure is a consequence of tropical latent heating, it is necessary to
describe the full latent heating fields in some detail. Fortunately, the GLAS
SOP-1 analyses contain estimates of the heating. As a preliminary check of the
reliability of these fields in the tropics (where latent heating may account for
i	 the strongest heating rates) we have compared GLAS heating analyses with
y	 independent precipitation observations.
Heating
Detailed agreement betweeen the condensation heating implied by the
precipitation rates and the GLAS estimates of the heating may not be expected
because of the lack of precipitation data over the oceans, representativeness
problems of station precipitation data, and the presence of other sources of
heating.. Nevertheless, the precipitation data does support latent heating rates
than may locally exceed 20 9C/day, in consistency with the largest heating
estimates of GLAS analyses.
I 
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These extrer,a heating rates should produce vertical velocities on the order
of 10 cm/s (i.e. vertical motions of approximately 300 mb/day) according to
scaling arguments applied to the thermodynamic equation. The vertical motions
we have computed from the horizontal divergence fields are this strong.
Divergent and rotational winds
Strongly divergent, upper tropospheric outflow is observed at the perimeter
of highly precipitating regions of the tropics. This outflow should connect
smoothly to surrounding regions of relatively weak divergence, and the result is
a superposition of rotational and divergent wind having rather differing
origins.
It is of obvious interest to describe this superposition. One method of
quantifying this mixture fs to describe the relative magnitude of the divergent
and rotational components of the total wind field that projects upon the long
waves.
We have performed diagnoses from three different analyses (ECMWF, GLAS,
GFDL) of the data which emphasize that the strongest divergent wind regions are
resolved in different objective analyses of the raw data. The weaker divergent
winds of the ECMWF analyses probably reflect the first guess initialization
procedure that is based upon an adiabatic formulation. The GLAS analysis does
not incorporate any explicit initialization balances. The rotational wind
field is less sensitive to the initialization procedure.
The variation of the meridional divergent wind from 20 0S to 2C°N is about as
great as is the variation of the rotational meridional wind in this tropical
belt. The amplitude of each is about 10 m/s to this truncation. This is quite
different than in the mid-latitudes where the divergent wind is only a few m/s
and the rotational wind may be much larger than 10 m/s. We conclude that
although the regions of pronounced divergence are rather restricted, their
influence projects strongly upon the global scale wind pattern of the tropics.
Furthermore, since the rotational and divergent wind components of the large
scale waves are of similar amplitude, they are both approximately equally obser-
vable in the tropics, at least for the long wave components. This is distinct
from the mid-latitudes where the divergent wind field is generally weak enough
to be obscured by observational error.
Controlled integrations of the GLAS GCM (Paegle and Baker, 1983) from this
initial state confirm the fact that the tropical divergent wind field is
sustained almost totally by latent heating. This experiment also shows that the
adjustment of the tropical divergent wind to the heating requires less than one
day, while the rotational wind requ l ees several days, suggesting a more rapid
adjustment mechanism and more rapidly propagating modes associate:: with the
former.
One possibility is that gravity waves may dominate the adjustment of the
divergent wind. To the extent that this is correct, and to the extent that the
divergent wind contributes to the total tropical wave field, it may be
inappropriate to study latitudinal wave connections through the tropics purely
in terms of quasi-rotational wave theory. Silva Dias and Paegle, (1984) have
shown that gravity and Kelvin modes are the main contributors to the tropical
divergence field in 3 week averages of ECMWF level III-b data sets. ^E
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Tropical data impact
One of the fundamental questions is whether tropical critical latitudes may
trap tropical waves or merely be a response to the tropical wave sources. Our
observational and modeling studies (Paegle and Baker, 1982b, 1983) suggest that
tropical waves and the zonally averaged westerly flow increase and decrease
simultaneously, making it difficult to assess cause-effect. To the extent that
tropical easterlies do inhibit meridional wave propagation, we may expect less
impact for mid-latitudes out of regions of tropical easterly winds than from
regions of tropical westerly winds. With this motivation, Dr. Wayman Baker has
performed a series of assimilation experiments during February 1979 that are
initialized when critical latitudes for stationary Rossby waves were more
commonly found than during January. In the first experiment all available
tropical wind data were used between 20 0S and 20 0N. In the second experiment,
the tropical wind data were retained in regions of westerlies and suppressed in
regions of easterlies. In a third experiment, tropical wind data were retained
in regions of easterlies and suppressed in regions of westerlies. Finally, all
tropical wind data were withheld in a fourth experiment.
We have begun to analyze the results of these forecasts. It appears that
the inclusion of tropical easterly winds only in the assimilation is more
effective in simulating the initial state than is the inclusion of only tropical
westerlies.
The larger tropical differences at 72 h for the westerly data retention case
with respect to the easterly data retention case reflect the larger initial
differences for this case. However, near the perimeter of the significant
Northern Hemisphere influence (at about 44 0N) the influence of tropical
easterlies is about as great as is the influenoe of tropical westerlies.
These experiments do not support a major role for critical latitude trapping
with respect to meridional propagations in this GCM. We now conjecture that the
observed association of equatorial westerlies with enhanced tropical divergent
flow is either coincidental or that the enhanced tropical wave sources produce
the zonally averaged tropical westerlies. This question and the explanation of
the modes of tropical-extra-tropical wave interaction remain to be clarified,
and provide focus for our future research plans.
d) Future plans
Our immediate plans include:
1) Completion of the study of the tropical data impact on the GLAS GCM.
2) Description of the heating fields.
3) Projection of the FGGE data upon the normal modes of the primitive
equations.
4) Comparison of the GLAS analyses with others.
Some progress in steps one and two has been reported here. The computer
code for the normal mode decomposition has also been developed and is necessary
to describe the relative gravity wave and Rossby wave projection upon the full
field. The gravity wave projection is particularly influenced by analysis of
the divergence, that shows fairly substantial differences between different
analyses.
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